Purpose: In this work, gold nanoparticles (GNPs) were embedded in the MAGIC-f polymer gel irradiated with the 192 Ir brachytherapy sources.
Purpose
The object of radiotherapy is to concentrate adequate radiation doses within tumor volumes with less effect on normal tissue. Since radio resistant tumor cells (e.g. hypoxic) are difficult to remove completely by radiotherapy, the radiation modalities use the limited doses to minimize the radiation effect on the normal surrounding tissue of the targeted region and exposed to the irradiated beam. In order to solve this problem, the injection of high-atomic number (Z) material into tumors has been studied by researchers, and the development of radiosensitizers and radioprotectors has been explored to improve the effect of radiotherapy [1] . Nanotechnology is an emerging technique to improve the cellular targeting and radio-sensitization. Nanoparticles (NPs) are not widely used to treat cancers. Using structural modifications, NPs can be used as carrier for chemotherapeutic agents or radio-sensitizers to malignant cells [2] . Recently, the effect of gold nanoparticles (GNPs) in common radiotherapy has extensively been studied by using experimental measurements and Monte Carlo (MC) simulations. The idea of increasing the dose using some high-Z elements has been proposed several decades ago, but following the invention and compatibility of GNPs with biological systems, scientists have been encouraged to investigate further applications of such elements in radiotherapy.
The increased absorbed doses in various tumors in the presence of GNPs have been confirmed by the most studies. However, the results are still controversial regarding the involved and prominent interaction processes of ionizing radiation with the GNPs, which have effects on dose enhancement factor (DEF) in tumor. Until now, the most effective parameters have been investigated such as the dimension of nanoparticles, high molar concentrations, and the lower energies of the photons or gamma rays to obtain the higher doses by experimental dosimetry and MC methods [3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19] .
Monte Carlo methods are considered as the rigorous methods to estimate the possible macroscopic dose enhancement during the gold nanoparticles radiation therapy (GNRT) with the low-energy gamma-/X-ray sources such as 125 I, 50 kVp, and 169 Yb [11] . Monte Carlo methods are also applied to demonstrate significant changes in the spectra and fluency of the photo/Auger electrons within a GNPs loaded tumor during x-ray irradiation by the mentioned sources, which can be correlated well with the tumor dose enhancement [12] .
Leung et al. investigated the characteristics of secondary electrons generated by the interaction of GNPs with X-rays regarded as nanoparticles size and beam energy leading to the GNP-enhanced radiotherapy. Their results could provide in the insights about the spatial distributions and the elevated dose in GNP-enhanced radiotherapy. They concluded that the irradiation of GNPs at the lower photon energies will be more efficient for cell killing [13] .
Conventional dosimeters such as ion chambers, TLDs, and diode scan could measure only the point doses in the limited conditions. Various dosimetry methods are often used to confirm radiotherapy precisions. In brachytherapy, it is impossible to use such conventional dosimetry methods, especially in evaluation of the complex dose distributions resulting from interstitial practices. A large number of point dosimeters with very small sizes would be needed to put around the radiation sources, due to the high dose gradients. In addition, the dose values are highly dependent on the position and the small movements in dosimeters may lead to the significant dosimetric errors. Moreover, some of the conventional dosimeters are not tissue-equivalent, so they cause the distortions in the radiation field and dose distributions. Using the film dosimeters, radiation dose distributions could be measured only in a two-dimensional surface. Researchers have been motivated by these restrictions to use various gel polymers to measure complex dose distributions in radiotherapy [20, 21, 22, 23] .
The MAGIC-f gel, as an appropriate three-dimensional and tissue-equivalent dosimeter, has been successfully used to determine the quantitative DEFs resulting from the presence of GNPs as a compatible radio-sensitizers in various target organs. It could be potentially used to assess the effects of using GNPs in radiotherapy practices [24] . Recently, a polyacrylamide gel (nPAG) has been also used to measure the increase of the absorbed dose rate in the presence of GNPs at different energy ranges [25] . Overall, the gel dosimetry is reported as an appropriate tool for accurate dosimetric measurements when the nanoparticles are used in radiotherapy practices especially at kV energies.
Dosimetry evolved in brachynanotherapy is complex. So, the precise investigations of changes in dose due to nanoparticles could be determined using gel dosimetry. Brachynanotherapy conditions could be experimentally simulated incorporating GNPs to tissue-equivalent dosimeters. In this study, the effect of GNPs on the DEFs in the prostate under 192 Ir brachytherapy sources has been experimentally investigated by using the MAGIC-f gel dosimeter and by MC simulations.
Material and methods

Design and construction of the pelvic phantom
The constructed plexiglas pelvic phantom has an elliptical shape with an overall dimension of 200 × 200 × 300 mm 3 , in which the positions of the human bladder, prostate, rectum, and bone tissue are defined ( Figure 1 ). The bladder, prostate, and rectum incorporated in the phantom have a hollow cylindrical form to be poured with the desired gel. It should be noticed that two different caps were constructed for the prostate. The designed cap for the internal radiotherapy has appropriate holes to accommodate and to hold the brachytherapy needle sources. The phantom was designed and constructed according to the model made by CIRS company (Model 002PRA, Computerized Imaging Reference Systems, USA). Figure 2 shows implement of the treatment planning by after loader FLEXITRON system (Nucletron, Elekta company, Elekta AB, Stockholm, Sweden) in the Pars hospital. To obtain the gel dosimeter calibration curve, small plastic falcon tubes with a 20 mm in outer diameter, 100 mm in height, and 17 ml in volume were used. 
Gold nanoparticles synthesis
The GNPs were produced using the gold salt with chemical reduction method as proposed by Kupiec et al. [26] . The gold nanoparticles were synthesized by sodium citrate reduction method with some modifications. The synthetic method developed in this experiment produces consistently steady gold nanoparticles, when the conditions are controlled properly. In this regard, a 100 cm 3 aqueous solution containing 100 ppm HAuCl 4 put in a round-bottomed flask under reflux condenser and heated up to 100º C. Then, 1 cm 3 trisodium citrate added at once and the mixture kept at this temperature for 2 hours without stirring. Just after the mixing, the color of the reaction mixture was light yellow, which changed into pellucid black after several minutes. Thereafter, the color of the mixture solution was slowly turned into ruby red color indicating the GNPs formation. Finally, the GNPs synthesized with appropriate amounts of its components to reach a diameter of 15 ± 5 nm. The average size of produced GNPs was proved by using the DLS (Dynamic Light Scattering, Malvern, UK) and TEM (Transmission Electron Microscopy) tests.
Incorporating the gold nanoparticles in the gel
The amount of 500 ml of the MAGIC-f gel was fabricated (based on its original constituents [27] ). In this study, a method based on several gel tubes was used to calibrate the gel dosimeter, in which several calibration tubes were put at 10 cm depth of a big container filled with distilled water to provide a uniform medium around them when irradiated. A separate tube was also kept outside as a controller when the other tubes were irradiated at known levels of 1, 2, 3.5, 6, and 9 Gy doses provided by the Varian 2100 Linac (Varian Medical Systems, Inc., Palo Alto, CA, USA). To assure the accuracy and reproducibility of the dosimeter calibration, the above process was repeated three times, and the relevant mean values were calculated and used against the dose levels.
The final MAGIC-f gel solution was divided into two separate volumes of 100 and 400 ml. Then, the volume portion of 100 ml was transferred to another container and the GNPs solution was added to obtain a 0.1 mM concentration of the GNPs in the final gel mixture. The volume of GNPs was calculated with use of relation C 1 V 1 = C 2 V 2 . That is C 1 , the first GNPs solution; C 2 , concentration of the GNPs in the final gel mixture; V 1 , volumes of the first GNPs solution; V 2 , volume of the GNPs in the final gel mixture. The gel mixture was stirred for 5 minutes. Thereafter, the gel was poured in the calibration tubes, the prostate (with and without the presence of GNPs) and containers of the pelvic phantom, and it was kept in a refrigerator at 4°C.
Treatment planning and irradiation
In brachytherapy, the required dose was selected from the planning target volume (PTV) defined by the radiotherapist. The Flexiplan software (Nucletron, Elekta company, Elekta AB, Stockholm, Sweden) was used for our brachytherapy treatment planning to compute the location of the source (dwell-position) and the amount of the time at each stop location (dwell-time). In the treatment planning for this radiotherapy procedure, the isodose curves were drawn for all images and computed tomography (CT) slices. A view of the isodose curves has been shown for this procedure in Figure 3 . In the Paris system, the dose specification is based on an isodose surface called the reference isodose. However, in practice, the value of the reference isodose is fixed at 85% of the "basal dose", which is defined as the average of the minimum dose between sources [28] .
Prior to implement the brachytherapy planning and to calibrate our fabricated MAGIC-f gel, the tubes containing the gel were irradiated in different defined doses fields. This calibration was performed by using calibrated dosimeter, which was provided by the Varian Linac. After calibrating the MAGIC-f gel, the phantom was irradiated with 192 Ir sources as the high dose rate brachytherapy. The amount of delivered total dose was 4 Gy.
Magnetic resonance imaging reading and processing
24 hours after the irradiation procedures, the gels were read by using a 1.5 Tesla Siemens MRI scanner (Siemens AG, Munich, Germany). Prior to the image processing, the phantom and calibration tubes were kept in an isothermal room for 4 hours.
Magnetic resonance images of both phantoms were acquired in the center of the head coil by using a multi spin-echo sequence with echo times of 22 ms, repetition time of 3000 ms, field of view of 300 mm, and matrix size of 256 × 256 pixels (pixel size of 0.9 × 0.9 mm 2 ). For a straight comparison between measured and MC calculated data, the selected space between slices was 4 mm, and the MRI images were acquired at the same positions as the brachytherapy slices.
The matrices plotted from the MRI R2 signals for each section were calculated by MATLAB software (version R2012b). The absolute doses and relative dose distribu- 
Monte Carlo simulation
The MCNP5 code was used for the MC calculations. After validating the 192 Ir sources (based on the TG-43 protocol [29] ), the pelvic phantom was simulated according to its actual dimensions. In general, five materials including MAGIC-f gel, GNPs, Teflon (representing the femur bone) air (representing the rectum), and Plexiglas (representing the soft tissue of the rest of the pelvic phantom) were simulated in the pelvic phantom.
The simulated phantom was irradiated based on the same conditions as well as the protocols that explained in the experimental treatment planning procedures. The cutoff energy for the photons and electrons were set to 10 keV. F6 tally was used to calculate the doses deposited at different distances on the X-axis. The voxel size of dose-scoring was 1 × 1 × 1 mm 3 . The number of photon histories for each simulation was set at 4 × 10 7 to ensure a statistical uncertainty less than 3% for all the dose scoring cells.
Results
The results are presented for experimental measurements as well as MC calculations according to the brachytherapy procedure described in the previous sections. At the experimental phase, the calibration process of the gel showed the linear relationship between the MRI R2 values and the doses, which were received by the calibration gel tubes (Figure 4) .
The isodose curves have been presented in Figure 5 for prostate (with and without the presence of the GNPs) experimental measurements and the MC simulations in the pelvic phantom at the medial slice (located at X = 0 cm) for the brachytherapy procedure, respectively.
The quantitative comparisons were performed by gamma index analysis using 7%/7 mm. The reason for choosing this criterion was an increase in acceptable pixel frequency (with a gamma index smaller than one) by considering maximum acceptable error in brachytherapy. The results for the medial slice were presented as a histogram, which is showing the distribution of gamma values across the images (Figure 6 ). The gamma analyses, for the isocenter plane image with a high pass rate of 91.7% and 86.4%, with/without GNPs, showed good agreement between the measurement and MC calculation results. It is also important to consider that the gamma analysis was performed across the entire image with doses values normalized to the isocenter dose value.
Dose-volume histograms (DVHs) were calculated to verify real three-dimensional dose distribution. A comparison between the measured data and calculated results (for the medial slice-with/without GNPs) in the gel is presented in Figure 7 . For the PTV, the measured DVH showed that the regions doses are smaller than the expected doses from the MC simulation. The calculated mean relative dose values by MC were 147.9% ± 0.1% (with GNPs) and 129.6% ± 0.1% (without GNPs), while the measured mean relative dose value by gel was 141% ± 7% (with GNPs) and 124% ± 5% (without GNPs). 
Discussion and conclusions
In the experimental part of this study, the linearity of the fabricated MAGIC-f gel dosimeter has been assessed. The fabricated gel showed a linear dose response in a range of 0-9 Gy with a considerable increase up to 50% that indicated on satisfactory and good polymerization process. The dose response of the gel has been also assessed with and without the presence of the GNPs for the brachytherapy, which is commonly used for the prostate cancer treatment in a pelvic phantom. Our experimental results in cases of the gel dosimeter indicated a mean DEF = 14% (SD = 3%) due to the presence of the GNPs in the prostate for the brachytherapy. In the brachytherapy, should be the higher probabilities of the photoelectric effect. Furthermore, the ratio of the mass absorption coefficient (μ en /ρ) of the gold to water at low energy is higher than that in the high energy [19, 30] .
We have successfully simulated a MCNP5 Monte Carlo model by using nanoparticles geometry to study the dose enhancement induced by gold nanoparticles. The lattice property of MCNP5 code was employed in order to simulate the spherical gold nanoparticles inside the tumor uniformly. Three levels of lattice definitions were used. The first level was cells with a size of 1 × 1 × 1 mm 3 inside a tumor. The second level was the cells (micrometer size) with dimensions of 0.001 × 0.001 × 0.0001 mm 3 , which uniformly fills the first level cells. And the third level was a spherical GNPs that fills each micrometer size cells inside the tumor. The first and second level cells were filled with gel. With this model, the effect of gold nanoparticles on radiation dose enhancement has been estimated more accurately. By modeling nanoparticles with realistic geometry, various radiation dose parameters, such as radiation energy and nanoparticles geometry as well as different concentrations have been studied to optimize the radiation dose enhancement effect. This method would provide valuable guidelines for future lab studies and clinical applications. The measured gel dose distribution agreed with the expected results by the MC. The minor differences could be attributed to the image processing during registration of the images prior to the comparison, since the images had initially different resolutions, and the resolution of MC dose matrix is considerably lower in comparison to the measurement. Processing method to acquire the same resolution could add uncertainties to the altered image. Gel dosimeter measurement could provide a high-resolution dose distribution measurement, and could be better evaluated by comparison with a high resolution reference dose distribution, which in practice, is not available.
A complete three-dimensional dose distribution measurement of a brachytherapy prostate plan, which is using MAGIC-f gel dosimeter has been presented. The comparison of gel measurements with MC calculation showed a good agreement, especially in the region of the PTV. The results demonstrated that the fabricated MAGIC-f gel could be used as a suitable three-dimensional dosimeter for more extensive studies at various internal radiotherapy modalities in the presence of various concentrations of GNPs.
